
Accelerating UAE into an 
entrepreneurial Economy



Powered by Tamkeen and anchored at NYU Abu Dhabi, 
startAD is a new model for entrepreneurship education 
and innovation.

startAD co-creates customized and impact-driven 
programs with stakeholders including governments, 
corporations, startups, investors, and innovation 
entities, furthering UAE’s transition into a knowledge-
based economy.

We are proud of our impact to date, equipping the 
ecosystem with necessary tools to build innovative new 
products that serve a global need, collaborate across 
organizations, and develop entrepreneurial capacity. 
This has directly contributed to the UAE economy 
through new business development, job creation, and 
homegrown innovation.



startAD Team
Having successfully conceptualized and implemented over 150 local and  global entrepreneurship  programs in Abu Dhabi, the 

startAD team comes with proven local expertise that is critical for program success

Sabira Huda
Program Coordinator
An environmental engineer tuned 
entrepreneur with hands-on 
experience on building sustainability 
focused startups.

Nihal  Shaikh
Assistant Director of Communications & 
Strategic Projects
Seasoned communications 
strategist with 12+ years 
experience in building  brands and 
communities

Koel  Banerjee
Sr. Marketing &
Communications Specialist
Growth marketer and engineer with 10+ 
years of experience in building successful 
technology businesses.

Jehan Alkhateeb
Digital Marketing Coordinator
Digital marketing professional experienced 
in social media, content development & 
film production with a background in 
corporate social responsibility & SDG-
focused programs.

Adnan 
Dekedek
Innovation Program Lead
Entrepreneur and engineer 
with demonstrated experience 
in the startup ecosystem.

Abhyudaya 
Goyal
Innovation Program Lead
Multi-disciplinary background 
encompassing experiences in 
the areas of entrepreneurship, 
Business Consulting and 
innovation consulting.

Tina Kamel
Program Coordinator
Professional with a background 
in health sciences with 
expertise in organization and a 
passion for project 
management.

Hana  
Barakat
Senior Associate Director
Startup acceleration lead  with 
a special focus on  corporate 
innovation.

Aneesha 
Mamtora
Business Support Manager
Experienced Business Support 
Manager with expertise in 
streamlining business 
operations & managing 
administrative and operational 
functions.

Qamar Rabah
Administrative Assistant
Result driven and proactive team 
player, eager to deliver strong 
administrative skills.

Ramesh  
Jagannathan
Managing Director
Entrepreneurial technologist 
with 30+  years of corporate  
innovation experience.



650
Investors
Engaged

60+
Pilot Projects

Secured

$117M
Funding

Raised by startups

363+
Jobs

Created

371
Startups supported

26
Corporations activated

startAD economic Impact

4
exits

startAD catalyzing local community 

128
Emirati

Entrepreneurs
Advanced

6,000
Aspiring entrepreneurs 

benefited

384
Youth Entrepreneurs 

upskilled

250
Tech startups 
accelerated

$70M
Revenue 

Generated



University FocusUAE Capacity BuildingGlobal Competitiveness

Research Commercialization  
Bringing cutting-edge deep tech  
research from labs to life by upskilling  
and exploring the commercial value  
of inventions

Youth Engagement
Equipping youth with future-
ready social, digital, and business  
skills that spark curiosity, enhance  
employability, and encourage  
innovation to develop tech-enabled  
solutions addressing the greatest  
challenges faced by the world

Key partners Key partners Key partners

Furthering home-grown 
innovation
Advancing startups and SMEs
founded in the UAE to create in-
country value through tailored 
incubation programs 

Al Warsha
Developing tech capacity for any  
resident through free foundational  
workshops on emerging tech and  
access to tools, facilities,networks,  
and expertise to rapidly prototype  
concepts, develop products,  
manufacture through partners in  
Shenzhen, China, and scale

Corporate Innovation
Shaping the future of the local 
economy through innovation training, 
corporate sprint accelerator, and 
market access days. Steering startups 
from around the world, to launch and 
grow into the UAE market through 
pilot projects with innovative 
corporations

Angel Investor Engagement
Convening the most credible
voices worldwide, to nurturing a 
community fueling capital into 
local and global innovation from 
the region

startAD Mission



startAD Mission

furthering UAE’s global competitiveness
• Advancing the Innovation Agenda
• Customized corporate innovation programming
• Accelerating Investor Engagement
• Startup Spotlight - Successful Pilots
• What our partners say

UAE Capacity Building
• Advancing Homegrown innovation
• Customized Incubator Programs
• Democratizing Innovation
• Advocating Sustainability
• Startup Spotlight - Alumni startups

University Focus
• Elevating Youth Entrepreneurship
• Powering Research Commercialization
• Startup Spotlight - Cycled

Community speak



startAD furthers UAE’s transition into a knowledge-based economy by joining forces with government, 
corporate, startup, investor, and innovation entities. We then co-create innovation programs with an 
economic impact. These span from strategic projects to a variety of acceleration and incubation initiatives. 
These initiatives equip stakeholders with the necessary tools to build innovative new products that serve a 
global need, collaborate across organizations, and develop entrepreneurial capacity.

Furthering UAE’s 
Global competitiveness 



Advancing the Innovation Agenda 

Corporate Innovation
We develop and deliver end to end customizable programs  
in-house or externally focusing innovation initiatives

Incubator and Accelerator Creation
We enable partners to implement cutting-edge tech from  
global startups through high-impact paid pilots and  
proof-of-concept validation for new products

Startup innovation – Economic Impact
We foster an ecosystem where the government,  
corporations, investors, startups, and the youth grow  
collaboratively creating new tech, jobs, andcapital

Training and coaching
We help partners elevate innovation capacities through  
foundational and comprehensive programs. These can  
range from a few hours to multi-year engagements  
depending on the outcomes planned.

Furthering UAE’s Global competitiveness 

startAD drives corporate innovation and digital transformation across local entities. This is achieved through customized impact-driven innovation programs that are co-
created with our partners. Ranging from branded incubators & accelerators, to innovation training for employees, to thought leadership, technical consulting, 
prototyping, AI, and mass manufacturing support, and implementing cutting-edge global tech through startup pilots, startAD creates bespoke solutions.



Customized Corporate Innovation Programming 

Developing the culture of innovation  
across the tourism and travel sector  
in Abu Dhabi

startAD’s uniquely designed accelerator creates 
active collaborations between corporates and 
startups. Intensive training and a structured 
series of meetings within the pilots framework, 
enable corporates to implement cutting edge 
tech and startups to grow in the UAE.

Global and regional expertsshowcased.  
Over 250 attendees every year.

Partner: startAD developed a ground-breaking AI platform 
expediting speed and quality of business plan 
creation. It integrates data from multiple AD 
entities to help entrepreneurs make sound 
contextual decisions through the fully automated 
AI system. This project was developed also 
leveraging the expertise of NYUAD faculty and 
research experts.

Partners:

Partner:

Future of Travel roundtable Corporate Sprint Accelerator Strategic Projects

Angel Rising Symposium

Product Development

startAD has experience conceptualizing and delivering a wide range of highly successful programs for  
partners that range from high impact symposiums, workshops, accelerator sprints and incubationprograms.

Training & Thought Leadership Startup Accelerator

Furthering UAE’s Global competitiveness 



Scale Up was launched by Aldar in partnership with startAD to elevate 
innovation within Aldar and to propel advancements in the larger retail and 
proptech industry. Over 2 years, the partnership has accelerated 20 startups and 
launched 9 commercial pilot projects. 

Corporate Innovation Spotlight

9 pilots

60% Pilots
In last cohort

6 million
Brand Impressions

20 startups

50 Innovation Advocates
Aldar Leadership trained



Corporate Innovation Spotlight

Startups from
14 Countries

United Kingdom
United States

Singapore
India

Germany
Brussels
Finland
France

Denmark
Canada
Malta

Lebanon
Netherlands
Switzerland

750+ applicants from over 50 countries 



Corporate Innovation Spotlight

In one word - Effective. We were set up 
with people who were personally and 
professionally committed to our cause

Valuable combo of mentoring, coaching, 
guiding, sales/client analysis, and local 

nuances

Better than any program out there in terms 
of client interaction. All were open and 

honest about what worked and what didn’t.

Corporate Speak Startup Speak

Powerful first-hand experience of the UAE 
market from the top of the food chain. 

Collaborated with the best global startup 
leaders

https://vimeo.com/wisemonkeysproductions/review/563118654/fbc79f853c


Startup Spotlight - Successful Pilots
A snapshot of recent successful pilots projects between  
startAD corporate partners and startup alumni.

Program and focus
CSA7 | Construction

Solution
In-concrete sensor tech measuring  
compressive strength over time

Location
Germany

Program and focus
Scale Up 2 | Web 3 

Solution
Development, investment, and 
advisory firm in the Metaverse 
sector.
Location
USA

Program and focus
CSA6 | Real Estate & Construction

Solution
Decision intelligence using  
satellite remote sensing and ML

Location
India

Program and focus
Scale Up | Web3 & Metaverse

Solution
AR media company, codifying 
and monetizing property digital 
rights in the metaverse

Location
UK

Furthering UAE’s Global competitiveness 

+ +

+ +



Joining forces with startAD is a fantastic way for us to build a community of entrepreneurs and 
harness their talent  to energize our communities.So far, this association has given us the pleasure 
to meet with a number of creative and talented people developing innovative concepts and it is 
really exciting to see homegrown concepts become part of our  thriving retail portfolio. Specifically, 
we can learn how to be more dynamic, innovative, and agile– three of our core  values at Aldar.

With an average feedback score of 4.8/5, our programs are highly 
recommended by participants and partners

Maan Al Awlaqi
Executive Director, Strategy &Transformation

What our partners say

startAD are passionate and serious about their mission. They do not take shortcuts, are 
committed to success, and they  deliver. startAD was able to adapt quickly to changes and needs,
embrace collaboration, and have a proactive attitude to  achieve the desired goals.

Entities, private, public or semi-public, could easily benefit by working with startAD to foster
both the entrepreneurial  and intrapreneurial talent for a more vibrant economy.

Mouza Al Nasri
Acting CEO

Some of our local Higher Education, Corporate and 
Government Sector Partners

Furthering UAE’s Global competitiveness 



In mature ecosystems like Silicon Valley, previously successful  
entrepreneurs lead investments into early startups. In the MENA,there  
is a massive opportunity to demystify startup investing.

startAD’s angel investor initiatives have convened the most credible  
voices worldwide, nurturing a community fueling capital into local and  
global innovation from the region.

Annual Investor  
Education Symposium

*22% GlobalAverage

400+
Active Regional
Investors

30
Local and
Global Speakers

7M
Global Reach

48%
*Female
Investors

Furthering UAE’s Global competitiveness 



UAE Capacity  
Building
startAD supports Abu Dhabi and the UAE’s goals of becoming a knowledge-based  
economy by equipping students, startups, and corporates with the necessary  
tools to build innovative new products that serve a global need, collaborate  
across organizations, and develop entrepreneurial capacity.



In line with the Abu Dhabi Economic Vision 2071, startAD ignites  
homegrown innovation by creating and running skill development  
and incubation programs focused on building Emirati entrepreneurial  
capacity through training, coaching, and exposure to other global  
ecosystems. Helping startups expand their network and scale their  
businesses.

17%
General participation  
in startAD programs

55%
Female
co-founders  
and CEOs

52 Entrepreneurs

54 Youth Entrepreneurs

startAD Advancing  
Homegrown innovation

8

20 Tech

Startups

SMEs

70 Jobs

Created

$60K
in grants

$350K
in funding

UAE Capacity Building



Customized Incubator Programs

Manassah nurtures the exceptional 
entrepreneurial spirit thriving in the UAE, and 
partners with ambitious businesses that elevate 
offerings at ALDAR’s developments.

The inaugural edition launched 3 businesses who 
secured equity-free incentives of up to AED 1 
million and a turnover rent deal for one year at 
Aldar’s Mamsha Al Saadiyat.

AWE is a global US initiative designed to 
empower women worldwide to fulfill their 
economic potential.

AWE UAE worked with women-owned businesses 
impacted by the pandemic. It created conditions 
for increased stability, security, and prosperity by 
promoting an environment that reduces barriers 
and facilitates women’s participation in the 
economy.

Partner:

Ibtikari is an intensive six-month incubator 
aimed at advancing startups founded by UAE 
Nationals through rigorous training mentorship 
and global connections.

Partner:

Retail Incubator Women Owned SMEs Incubation Programs

Ibtikari

startAD is empowering the next generation of entrepreneurs through incubation programs that build a thriving 
entrepreneurial environment in the UAE, and fast-track the country’s economic diversification drive 

Manassah AWE UAE

UAE Capacity Building

Partner:



Democratizing Innovation

startAD is committed to democratizing technology and Al Warsha is the embodiment 
of those efforts, offering free of charge foundational hardware and software 
workshops open to any resident of the UAE. Our programs engage a diverse set of 
learners irrespective of education, age, gender, or technical background.

UAE Capacity Building

Al Warsha provides vital support and 
resources for hardware startups to:

i. Rapidly prototype concepts
ii. Gain access to relevant mentors (designers, engineers, manufacturers)
iii. Receive guidance on product development
iv. Secure support for product manufacturing with our partners in 

Shenzhen, China

70
Tech-Literacy

Workshops

1,000+
Participants

Introductory courses open to anyone in the UAE on building:

a. Building drones
b. Create your own chatbot
c. Smart lightbulbs
d. Build your own device that works like a ‘Google Home’
e. Developing Smart spaces
f. Make your own autonomous vehicle
g. Building Facial recognition systems

Leveraging the growing interest in emerging technologies, Al Warsha
workshops revolve around the theme of “Smart Spaces” where 
participants can learn the fundamentals of how these technologies work 
and walk away with a finished product they can take home to continue 
learning.

Besides offering community workshops, Al Warsha serves as a vital 
resource for UAE technology enthusiasts and hardware startups that need 
access to the tools, facilities, and expertise they can find in the lab.



Featured in 2020 World Green Economy Report

2020 Finalist at UN Environment supported,  
Alliance for Sustainability Leadership in  
Education

Industry,  
Innovation and  
Infrastructure

Sustainable  
Cities and  

Communities

Responsible
Consumption
and production

Quality  
Education

Decent work  
and economic  

growth Implemented a groundbreaking project with  
startAD Alumni, Satsure, aiming to reduce  
500 liters daily average water use of each  
resident in the UAE – a figure that is around  
82% above the global average

Incubated 20 UAE SMEs impacted by the  
pandemic to recalibrate and build resilience –
sponsored by US Embassy

#LengthenTheRunway
Raised grants and support services worth
$100,000 for Alumni startups impacted by the  
pandemic

Sustainable Mobility
Led UAE sustainable mobility roundtable

Partnerships  
for the Goals

startAD is committed to powering the UAE as a global hub for innovation. Our sustainability focus is incorporated into that wider  
vision, with every initiative furthering at least 3 UN SDGs, encouraging the path to a tech-enabled business ecosystem and asociety  
that is inclusive, and thriving in the long term.

startAD Advocating sustainability

UAE Capacity Building



Arabee
A fun, interactive, comprehensive,  
progressive, multi-format Arabic language  
program designed to teach Arabic to children.

Malena
A mobile platform in the plastic surgery  
industry, acting as a virtual influencer,guru  
and guide to the UAE’s beauty scene.

Founded in 2017
Dubai, UAE  

arabeelearning.com

Founded in 2018
Dubai, UAE  

malenaapp.com

E-commerce Food & BeverageEdTech

Saeed Basweidan
Chairman

Marwa Al Mansoori
CEO

The Coffee Architecture
A modern coffee shop that 

champions  craftsmanship and guest 
experience over bells  and whistles.

Founded in 2018
Dubai, UAE  

thecoffeearchitecture.com

Nooran AlBannay
Owner

Spotlight
startAD Alumni startups

UAE Capacity Building



NYUAD internships Experts Network

Visibility opportunities

Masterclasses

Once graduated from the program, all the startups will be onboarded to startAD’s Alumni Engagement Program offering an array

of support services, ranging from customized masterclasses, access to startAD’s network of experts and local and global

visibility opportunities.

startAD Alumni Program



University  
Focus
Equipping youth with future-ready social, digital, and  
business skills that spark curiosity, enhance employability,  
and encourage innovation to develop tech-enabled solutions  
addressing the greatest challenges faced by the world



Elevating Youth Entrepreneurship 

Our new Youth Entrepreneurship Program equips students with future-ready 
social, digital, and business skills that spark curiosity, enhance 
employability, and encourage entrepreneurship.

Open to any resident of the UAE between the ages 18-25, participants 
benefit from a sequenced offering of immersive training, customized 1:1 
mentoring, network introductions, and follow-on support.

University Focus

The program actively encourages youth to 
take advantage of the favorable 
entrepreneurial environment in the UAE, 
consider entrepreneurship as a viable career 
path, and a great means to give back to 
the UAE community, in terms of creating 
jobs, generating revenue, and contributing 
to the competitive landscape.

46 SMEs

144 Participants

13 Universities

9 Partners

3 Cycles

20% NYUAD Students



Powering Research Commercialization

Taking solutions from the labs to the Market
The DeepTech Program is designed to support NYUAD faculty members, Ph.D 
candidates, researchers, or academics working on projects with a view to 
commercializing them in the future.

University Focus

12
Research
Projects

21
Patents

2
Incorporated

Diverse Sectors

• Cyber Security
• Education
• Health care
• Sustainability
• Drones/Robotics



Cycled melds cutting-edge artificial intelligence,  
hardware, and mobile technology to promote  
recycling.

In its early days, Cycled participated in startAD’s  
Youth Entrepreneurship Program gaining skills  
in evaluating the technology and identifying  
the right customer segment. The team then  
utilized the facilities and resources of Al Warsha  
to develop several versions of the prototype, and  
went on to secure successful paid projects with  
ADNEC and PepsiCo.

The startAD program gave us access  
and insight to the customer need. It  
was a game-changer and instrumental  
in us securing a pilot projects with  
ADNEC, and Aldar.

Ayoola Brimmo
Co-founder, Cycled, PhD, NYU Abu Dhabi

University Focus

Startup Spotlight



University Focus

Founded in 2020 / Abu Dhabi, UAE

TrustChip company will be selling licensed software to costumers to protect 
against hardware design IP theft. Our technology is aiming to enable fabless 
design companies to implement Logic Locking techniques at the design phase of 
an Integrated Circuit.

The software tool will be considered as a plug-in for industry tools provided by 
Cadence, Mentor Graphics and Synopsis. The software will be available for 
download through company’s webpage, with a trial version for limited time 
available as well.

Startup Spotlight
Trustchip

Founders
Abhrajit Sengupta
Co-founder
Electrical and Computer Engineer
as9397@nyu.edu

Mohammed Nabeel
Co-founder
Electrical and Computer Engineer
mtn2@nyu.edu

Marios Sazos
Project Manager
Electrical and Computer Engineer
mks5@nyu.edu

Prof. Ozgur Sinanoglu
Founder and Scientific Advisor
Electrical and Computer Engineer
os22@nyu.edu

Deep tech Program 2020

Traction

• Research & practical experience 
(10+ yrs)

• ~200 technical papers

• 15 US patents published +5 
pending

• DARPA funding
• Prototype Development

First publications

2008

Technology tested through international CSAW

2019

Unhackable Chip prototype development

2017
Acceptance to startAD Deep Tech 
Program

2020

Roadmap  
Milestones

mailto:as9397@nyu.edu
mailto:mtn2@nyu.edu
mailto:mks5@nyu.edu
mailto:os22@nyu.edu


startAD serves as an anchor in the community for our partners and 

entrepreneurial minded community to convene and work together

Community Speak



startAD drives  
students, startups, and  
corporates to unlocks  
the country’s potential  
through tech and job  

creation

startAD are passionate  
and serious about their  

mission.

They do not take  
shortcuts, are  

committed to success,  
and they deliver.

.

This is the
Y Combinator of the  

Middle East!

I learnt more through  
the startAD sprint  

accelerator than with  
my experience in a  

successful startup exit

The program helped us  
turn a project into a  

real business.

Corporate Gov. Partner investor

Startup YouthWahid El Hindi
CEO

Imkan

Jassim Al Marzooqi
Founder Path

Investment Partners

Mouza Al Nasri
Acting CEO
Khalifa FundKishore Chand

Founder
Up Your Game

Ayoola Brimmo  
Co-Founder  

Cycled

Community Speak
With an average feedback score of 4.8/5, our programs are highly recommended by participants and partners

startAD Investor 
Education programs 
are excellent. They 

were very valuable in 
my investment 

journey. 



Drive your Innovation Journey with startAD 

launch your startuplearn how to investbecome a partner



Accelerating UAE into an 
entrepreneurial Economy
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